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Abstract

A method for sampling e!ciently the free energy landscape of a complex system with respect to some given collective variables is
proposed. Inspired by metadynamics [A. Laio, M. Parrinello, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 99 (2002) 12562], we introduce an extended
system where the collective variables are treated as dynamical ones and show that this allows to sample the free energy landscape of these
variables directly. The sampling is accelerated by using an artificially high temperature for the collective variables. The validity of the
method is established using general results for systems with multiple time-scales, and its numerical e!ciency is also discussed via error
analysis. We also show how the method can be modified in order to sample the reactive pathways in free energy space, and thereby ana-
lyze the mechanism of a reaction. Finally, we discuss how the method can be generalized and used as an alternative to the Kirkwood
generalized thermodynamic integration approach for the calculation of free energy di"erences.
! 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and main results

A main issue in molecular dynamics simulations of com-
plex systems is mapping the free energy landscape associ-
ated with a few collective variables which are of interest
for a particular reaction. More specifically, consider a sys-
tem whose configurational state is specified by x 2 RN , and
suppose we are interested in the statistics of a set of collec-
tive variables h(x) = (h1(x), . . . ,hm(x)) (which, without los-
ing in generality, we shall assume dimensionless). If z =
(z1, . . . ,zm) is a particular realization of these variables,
the free energy F(z) of the system (if no molecular con-
straints are present) is defined as

F !z" # $b$1 ln Z$1

Z

RN
e$bV !x"

Ym

j#1

d!hj!x" $ zj"dx; !1"

where Z #
R
RN e$bV !x"dx, V(x) is the potential energy of the

system and b = 1/kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant

and T the temperature. From (1), the probability density
function of h1(x), . . . ,hm(x) is q(z) = e$bF(z). In order to
reconstruct F(z), a direct approach is simply to simulate
the evolution of x(t) using e.g. overdamped dynamics

c _xi # $ oV !x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxi !t"; !2"

where c is the friction coe!cient, and gxi !t" is a white-noise
process, i.e. a Gaussian process with mean zero and covari-
ance hgxi !t"gxj!s"i # dijd!t $ s". From (2) we can monitor the
evolution of h1(x(t)), . . . ,hm(x(t)) to compute directly their
probability density function, from which the free energy
(1) is obtained. This method is clearly not useful as soon
as the system shows some metastability, i.e. the landscape
F(z) has deep minima in which the system stays trapped,
which is always the case when events such as reactions or
conformational transformations are under study. Specifi-
cally, suppose that the sampling of F(z) is hindered by free
energy barriers between metastable basins around local
minima of F(z). If the height of the highest relevant barrier
is DF and we have bDF & 1, then going over this barrier is
a rare event whose time-scale is of the order of (using the
fact that the parameter c in (2) fixes the unit of time)
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t!1" # O!cebDF ": !3"

This is the standard Arrhenius formula of chemical reac-
tion theory (it assumes that the collective variables are ade-
quate to describe the reaction: if the collective variables are
badly chosen, the actual time-scale of going between the
minima of F(z) separated by DF will be even longer). The
time-scale over which a simulation of (2) must be run to
obtain an accurate sampling of F(z) must be much longer
than (3), and in most cases this time-scale will be prohibi-
tively long. This conclusion does not depend on the specific
dynamics chosen for x(t) in (2) and it remains true if (2) is
replaced by the equations of Langevin, or Nosé-Hoover [1],
etc.

To get around this di!culty, in this Letter we propose to
replace (2) by the following extended system of equations

c _xi # $ oV !x"
oxi

$ j
Xm

j#1

!hj!x" $ zj"
ohj!x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxi !t";

!c_zj # j!hj!x" $ zj" %
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

p
gzj!t";

8
>><

>>:

!4"
where j is a parameter with the dimension of an energy (re-
call that the collective variables h(x) are dimensionless), !c is
an artificial friction coe!cient, !b # 1=kB!T the inverse of
an artificial temperature !T and gzj!t" a white-noise indepen-
dent of gxi !t". As in (2), the dynamics of x(t) in (4) is actu-
ally not important and it could be replaced by Langevin,
Nosé-Hoover, etc. – see Section 2 below. The system (4)
is an extended version of (2) where V(x), the potential en-
ergy of the original system, has been replaced by

Uj!x; z" # V !x" % 1

2
j
Xm

j#1

!zj $ hj!x""2; !5"

and it is assumed that the new variables z(t) feel a di"erent
friction coe!cient !c and a di"erent inverse temperature !b
than the original variables x(t). The objective of this Letter
is to explain why (4) can be used to sample the free energy
F(z) and why it is more e!cient than (2) at doing so, but in
a nutshell this can be explained as follows. When !c is much
larger than c so that the variables z(t) evolve much more
slowly than the x(t) and bj is large enough so that the com-
ponents j(hj(x(t)) $ zj(t))ohj(x(t))/oxi of the force ensure
that zj(t) ' hj(x(t)) at all times, it is shown below (Section
2) that the variables z(t) solution of (4) satisfy approxi-
mately the following e"ective equation

!c_zj # $ oF !z"
ozj

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

q
gzj!t"; !6"

where F(z) is precisely the free energy defined in (1) (that is,
the free energy at the physical b, no matter what the artifi-
cial !b is). Therefore, the equilibrium probability density
function qj;!c!z" of the variable z(t) solution of (4) is approx-
imately the same as the equilibrium probability density
function of (6), i.e.

qj;!c!z" ' !Z$1e$
!bF !z" where !Z #

Z

Rm
e$

!bF !z"dz !7"

and this approximation can be made as precise as necessary
by increasing !c and j, see (19) below. As a result monitor-
ing the evolution of z(t) from (4) is an alternative way to
obtain the free energy F(z). But since (7) holds at any tem-
perature !T , we can increase this artificial temperature !T un-
til !bDF # O!1", in which case the time-scale of going over
DF becomes simply (in (6) !c fixes the unit of time)

t!2" # O!!c"; !8"

since this is not a rare event anymore. This means that by
adjusting !b in (4), time-scales larger than t(2) will remain
accessible in the simulations even when those larger than
t(1) are not, thereby justifying the usefulness of (4) versus
(2). How to choose the parameters !c and j in this equation
is explained in Section 2 from the asymptotic analysis lead-
ing to (6).

Observe that what we propose here shares ideas with
both metadynamics [2–4] and adiabatic molecular dynam-
ics [5–7] methods. Metadynamics is based on the same idea
of extending the system by including the set of collective
variables to obtain a sampler in the collective variables
space. However, whereas it is simply postulated in metady-
namics that the technique allows to sample the free energy,
here we derive the limiting equation (6) by asymptotic anal-
ysis. As a byproduct, this allows us to determine how to
choose the parameters in the extended system (4) to achieve
a prescribed error tolerance on F(z), something which is
beyond the scope of metadynamics. In addition, in metady-
namics, the sampling is improved by keeping the system
out of regions that have already been visited by adding a
memory-dependent term in the equations. The acceleration
that this procedure o"ers is di!cult to estimate, whereas
estimating the acceleration achieved by artificially increas-
ing !T in (4) is straightfoward (simply compare (3) and (8)).
At this stage, our method is closer to the adiabatic molec-
ular dynamics (AMD) technique, discussed and applied in
[5–7]. The latter is based on the idea of accelerating the
sampling in the collective variables space by making use
of an artificial temperature in the equations of motion.
However, AMD requires to reformulate the equations of
motion in a coordinate system in which the collective vari-
ables are explicit coordinates. By enlarging the system by
including the collective variables as dynamical variables,
we avoid this reformulation step, which is a considerable
advantage when one wants to use several complicated col-
lective variables. An approach similar to the one here pre-
sented was discussed in the hamiltonian context in [8]. For
an alternative technique to enhance the sampling of collec-
tive variables, which exploits projection operators, see [9].

When the number of collective variables is large (mean-
ing larger than 3 or 4 in practice), sampling the free energy
by the method that we propose becomes very expensive
because the number of bins needed to cover the space of
the collective variables becomes enormous. This di!culty
is common to all the recent techniques that have been
introduced to accelerate the sampling of the free energy,
such as for example metadynamics [2], the adaptive biasing
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force method [10] or adiabatic molecular dynamics [5]. But
even when a large number of collective variables is used, (4)
remains a useful tool to explore the free energy landscape,
that is, move within this landscape by a dynamics consis-
tent with the equilibrium probability density function (7).
This may be an useful way to determine the transition
pathways of some reaction described by the collective vari-
ables h(x), but it requires to modify slightly the extended
system (4) so as to properly account for dynamical e"ects.
As shown in Section 4, instead of (4), it amounts to using

c _xi #$oV !x"
oxi

% j
Xm

j#1

!zj $ hj!x""
ohj!x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxj!t";

!c_zj #$
Pm

k#1

~Mjk!x"j!zk $ hk!x"" %
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1!c

q PN

i#1

1
!!!!
li

p
ohj!x"
oxi

!gxi !t";

8
>>>><

>>>>:

!9"
where !gxi !t" is a white-noise in RN independent of gxi !t", li is
the mass of xi and we have introduced the quantity

~Mjk!x" #
XN

i#1

1

li

ohj!x"
oxi

ohk!x"
oxi

: !10"

How (9) comes about is explained in Section 4, where we
relate this equation to the formula of the recently devel-
oped transition path theory [11,12].

Finally, in Section 5, we show how to generalize (4) to
compute the free energy in some external control parame-
ters the system is subject to. This problem frequently arises
in the context of free energy di"erences calculations
between two di"erent states of a system, as for example a
molecule in the gas phase and in solution. Many years
ago, Kirkwood [13] proposed the idea of performing these
calculations via a thermodynamic integration along a path
described by an external control parameter k. Since then,
the technique has been extensively used in many di"erent
applications [14–16]. More recently [17,18], it has been sug-
gested that the e!ciency of these calculations can be
improved by treating k as a dynamical variable, in addition
to those of the original system. In Section 5, we show how
the resulting extended system can be simulated with a
scheme analogous to (4).

2. Properties of the extended system (4)

In this section, we justify why the extended system (4)
leads to the limiting equation (6) for z(t) when !c & c and
bj & 1, and hence allows to sample (7). We will proceed
through two steps: first, we show that when !c & c the set
of equations (4) reduces to a limiting equation for the evo-
lution of the z variables alone. Then, we show that when
bj & 1 this limiting equation reduces to (6).

2.1. The !c & c limit behavior of equations (4)

The analysis of (4) when !c & c can be done using a stan-
dard asymptotic analysis technique for systems with multi-
ple time-scales [19–21]. This technique is briefly reviewed in

the Appendix, but in essence it goes as follows. When
!c & c, on the O(1) time-scale in !c$1, the variables x(t)
evolve at fixed z(t) and thermalize on the conditional prob-
ability density function for the equation for x(t) in (4) at
z(t) = z fixed:

qj!xjz" # Z$1
j !z"e$bUj!x;z"; !11"

where Uj(x,z) is the extended potential (5) and
Zj!z" #

R
RN e$bUj!x;z"dx. The evolution of the variables z(t)

then occurs on the much longer O!!c" time-scale and on this
time-scale they only feel the average value of the variables
x(t). In other words, the variables z(t) evolve according to
an e"ective equation obtained by averaging the equations
for z(t) in (4) with respect to the probability density qk(xjz)
in (11). The only term in the equation which is a"ected by
this average is the term $j(zj $ hj(x)), for which we have

$Z$1
j !z"

Z

RN
j!zj $ hj!x""e$bUj!x;z"dx

# b$1 o
ozj

ln Zj!z" ( $ oF j!z"
ozj

; !12"

where we have introduced the e!ective potential

F j!z" # $b$1 ln Z$1

Z

RN
e$bUj!x;z"dx

" #
; !13"

with Z #
R
RN e$bV !x"dx (this factor is added for dimensional

consistency but is otherwise irrelevant). After replacing $
j(zj $ hj(x)) by its average (12) in the equation for z(t) in
(4), we obtain the following e"ective equation for z(t) valid
when !c & c:

!c_zj # $ oF j!z"
ozj

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

q
gzj!t": !14"

Observe that the equilibrium density function for (14)
is

Z$1
j e$

!bF j!z" where Zj #
Z

Rm
e$

!bF j!z"dz: !15"

This already indicates that by simulating (4) with !c & c,
one can explore the landscape of the e"ective potential
Fj(z) and it simply remains to show that Fj(z) ' F(z) when
bj & 1. This is done in the next section.

2.2. The bj & 1 limit: calculation of the mean force

Given the expression for the e"ective potential in (13),
we want to show that

lim
bj!1

oF j!z"
ozj

# oF !z"
ozj

; !16"

where F(z) is the free energy defined in (1). To prove this,
observe that (using the Fourier representation of

e
$1

2bj
Pm

j#1
!zj$hj!x""2 viewed as a function of z and permuting

the order of some integrals)
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Z
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1
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e$bV !x"
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!1%O!!bj"$1""e
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Z

RN
e$bV !x"

Ym

j#1

d!hj!x"$zj"dx%O!!bj"$1"

 !

;

!17"

where Cj = (2pbj)$m/2. As a result

oF j!z"
ozj

#$b$1 o
ozj

ln Z$1

Z

RN
e$bUj!x;z"dx

" #

#$b$1 o
ozj

) ln Z$1

Z

RN
e$bV !x"

Ym

j#1

d!hj!x"$ zj"dx%O!!bj"$1"

 ! !

$b$1 o
ozj

lnCj

# oF !z"
ozj

%O!!bj"$1";

!18"

where we used oCj/ozj = 0. This implies (16). Notice that
the O((bj)$1) term can be computed explicitly by going
to next order in the expansion in powers of (bj)$1 in (17).

The result in (16), together with (14), implies that (6) is
the limiting equation governing the evolution of the vari-
ables z(t) solution of (4) when !c & c and bj & 1. As a
result, the equilibrium probability density of the variables
z(t) solution of (4) is approximately the same as the one
of (6), i.e. (7) holds. The error in this approximation can
be estimated as

qj;!c!z" # !Z$1e$
!bF !z"!1%O!c=!c" %O!!bj"$1""; !19"

and the same estimate therefore holds for expectations
with respect to these densities. The prefactor in the term
of order c=!c can in principle be estimated by going to
next order in the expansion in powers of c=!c performed
in the Appendix; the prefactor in the term of order
(bj)$1 can be estimated by going to next order in the
expansion in powers of (bj)$1 done in (17). Explicit
expressions for these prefactors were derived separately
and can be found in [22] and [23] for the term of order
c=!c and in [24] for the term of order (bj)$1. It should be
noted that, in practice, there will also be some statistical
errors due to finite-time averaging on the trajectory for
z(t) generated from (4) and one only needs to adjust !c
and j in such a way that the errors in (19) be of the
same order as these statistical errors. Since the statistical
errors decay rather slowly as O!

!!!!!!!!!!
!c=T s

p
", where Ts is the

length of the trajectory, this means that, given a realistic
Ts, !c and bj will not have to be taken very large. How
to choose Ts and adjust !c and j accordingly is investi-
gated in more details in Section 3.

We conclude this section with a few important remarks.
First notice that the argument above seems to require that
1 * bj * !c=c (since to derive (6) we took first the limit as
!c=c ! 1 then the one as bj ! 1) but a similar argument
(not included here) shows that this restriction is in fact
unnecessary (i.e. the two limits commute). Second, the
argument above shows that we can easily lift the assump-
tion that the dynamics for the x(t) variables in (4) be over-
damped. Indeed, the only requirement for the x(t)
dynamics is that, at fixed z, it generates the canonical prob-
ability distribution function (11). Hence di"erent types of
dynamics, such as Langevin or Nosé-Hoover can be used
as well, provided only that they lead to (11) when the
extended potential Uj(x,z) is used instead of V(x).

Finally, notice that the analysis above indicates that (4)
can be replaced by any extended systemwhose limiting equa-
tion is (6), and using other systems than (4) may lead to even
greater e!ciency gain. One such other extended system is

c _xri #$oV !xr"
oxi

$ j
Xm

j#1

!hj!xr" $ zj"
ohj!x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gx;ri !t";

!c_zj # j
R

PR

r#1
!hj!xr" $ zj" %

!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

p
gzj!t";

8
>>><

>>>:

!20"

where x1(t), . . . ,xR(t) are R independent replica of the ori-
ginal system. Using (20) instead of (4) is convenient on a
multiprocessor computer since (20) is embarrassingly par-
allelizable, and it may allow to take !c smaller by a factor
up to 1/R from what it is in (4) (because the self-averaging
along the trajectory in (4) which occurs because !c & c is re-
placed by an instantaneous ensemble-average over R in
(20)). Another extended system leading to (6) is

c _xi # $ oV !x"
oxi

$ j
Xm

j#1

!hj!x" $ zj"
ohj!x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxi !t";

!c_zj # j
T a

R T a

0 !hj!x!t $ t0"" $ zj!t""dt0 %
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

p
gzj!t";

8
>><

>>:

!21"

where Ta must be taken such that sc * T a * s!c, with
sc = O(c) and s!c # O!!c". (21) is well-suited for a numerical
scheme in which one would first evolve x(t) at z(t) fixed on
a time-interval of length Ta and compute the time-average
at the right-hand side of the equation for z(t) in (21), then
update z(t) from t to t + Ta using this time-average. This
scheme works because z(t) is indeed approximately con-
stant on a time-interval of length Ta since
T a * s!c # O!!c". In addition, when sc * T a * s!c, we have

j
T a

Z T a

0

!hj!x!t $ t0"" $ zj!t""dt0 ' $ oF !z!t""
ozj

: !22"

Thus (21) allows to compute directly the mean force along
the trajectory z(t) (in contrast, in (4), the instantaneous va-
lue of j(hj(x(t)) $ zj(t)) is far from that of oFj(z(t))/ozj and
the limiting equation only emerges because of the self-aver-
aging of j(hj(x (t) $ zj(t)) along the trajectory).
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3. Numerical considerations

Any standard numerical scheme can be used to simulate
(4). For simplicity of presentation, we will discuss forward
Euler, but a similar analysis can be done if other schemes
are used or if the equation for the x(t) variables in (4) is
replaced by Langevin, Nosé-Hoover, etc. and one modifies
the numerical scheme accordingly. The forward Euler dis-
cretization of (4) reads:

cxi;n%1 # cxi;n $
oV !xn"
oxi

Dt % j
Xm

j#1

!zj;n $ hj!xn""
ohj!xn"
oxi

Dt

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1cDt

q
nxi;n;

!czj;n%1 # !czj;n $ j!zj;n $ hj!xn""Dt %
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!cDt

p
nzj;n;

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

!23"

where Dt is the time-step, xn ' x(nDt), zn ' z(nDt) (as be-
fore x(t) and z(t) denote the solutions of (4)), and nxi;n and
nzj;n are independent Gaussian variables with mean 0 and
variance 1. Let us estimate the numerical gain in using
(23) rather than a similar scheme for the original system
(2). If Ds is the time-step used in the algorithm for the ori-
ginal system, the number of time-steps needed for e!cient
sampling of F(z) with (2) is of the order of

N steps # O
cebDF

Ds

" #
; !24"

since this is the number of steps it takes to simulate (2) on a
time-interval of length O(t(1)), where t(1) is the Arrhenius
time-scale in (3). In contrast, the number of steps in the ex-
tended system with !b adjusted at a value such that
!bDF # O!1" is of the order of

!N steps # O
!c
Dt

" #
: !25"

To compare Nsteps and !N steps it remains to estimate how
Dt and Ds compare. Suppose that j is such that the cou-
pling term in (23) does not introduce in the system a higher
frequency than those characteristic of the potential V(x).
Then, we can choose Dt = Ds. When this is not the case,
we will have to take Dt < Ds. In the worst case scenario,
we will have to take Dt = Ds/(bj), so let us consider this
case here. It means that

!N steps

N steps
# O

bj!ce$bDF

c

" #
: !26"

In other words, we will have a gain as long as

bj!c < cebDF : !27"

Since ebDF increases very fast with bDF, this condition is
easily realizable even when bj & 1 and !c & c as required in
order that (15) holds.

In [22] (see also [23,25]), more sophisticated numerical
techniques and algorithms for systems like (4) were intro-
duced, and their consistency and accuracy were analyzed
in details. In essence, these schemes are not based on (4)

itself, but they use the fact that this system leads to the
same limiting equation (6) for z(t) as systems like (20) or
(21). The use of such schemes may result in e!ciency gain
superior to those obtained using (4). However, the discus-
sion of these techniques goes beyond the aim of this letter,
and so we refer the interest reader to these Letters.

Finally, observe that, as already stated in Section 2.1,
di"erent types of dynamics can be used for the x(t) vari-
ables in (23), provided only that they lead to the probabil-
ity density function (11). These require di"erent integration
schemes, but the analysis above can be easily extended to
these cases and the estimate (26) will remain valid after
appropriate redefinition of c (it must be replaced by some
other parameter intrinsic to the dynamics for x(t)). As a
result, (27) will also hold.

4. Exploring pathways in free energy space

In this section, we discuss why (9) can be used to explore
the pathways of a reaction whose mechanism can be
described by the collective variables h(x) (in a sense made
precise below). We do so by analyzing the limiting equation
that (9) leads to in the limit as !c & c and bj & 1 in context
of the recently developed transition path theory (TPT)
[11,12]. But first, let us obtain what this limiting equation is.

4.1. Limiting equation

When !c & c in (9), we can proceed as in Section 2.1 and
average the equation for z(t) in (9) with respect to (11). This
operation is performed in the Appendix and leads to

!c_zj!t" # $
Xm

k#1

Mj
jk!z"

oF j!z"
ozk

% b$1
Xm

k#1

oMj
jk!z"
ozk

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1!c

q Xm

k#1

!Mj"1=2jk !z"gzk!t"; !28"

where we have introduced the following quantity

Mj
ij!z" # Z$1

j !z"
Z

RN

~Mij!x"e$bUj!x;z"dx: !29"

This is the ensemble average of ~Mij!x" defined in (10) with
respect to (11). (28) is valid at any j. Considering now the
limit bj & 1 and proceeding as in Section 2.2, it can be
seen that this equation reduces to

!c_zj!t" # $
Xm

k#1

Mjk!z"
oF !z"
ozk

% b$1
Xm

k#1

oMjk!z"
ozk

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1!c

q Xm

k#1

M1=2
jk !z"gzk!t"; !30"

where F(z) is the free energy defined in (1) and Mjk(z) is the
limit of Mj

jk!z" as bj ! 1:

Mjk!z" # ebF !z"
Z

RN

XN

i#1

1

li

ohj!x"
oxi

ohk!x"
oxi

e$bV !x"

)
Ym

l#1

d!hl!x" $ zl"dx: !31"
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4.2. Link with transition path theory

Let us now explain briefly how the limiting equation in
(30) comes about in the context of transition path theory.
Consider a system governed by the Langevin equation

li"xi!t" # $ oV !x!t""
oxi

$ c _xi!t" %
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2cb$1

q
gi!t" !32"

where li is the mass of xi. Unlike (2), which was used for
sampling purposes only, (32) is supposed to be the dynam-
ical equation governing the evolution of x(t) in the system
under consideration.

Suppose that one is interested in understanding the
mechanism of reaction between two sets A 2 R2N and
B 2 R2N in phase-space which may, for instance, be the
regions associated with the reactant and product states of
a reaction. It has been show in [11,12] (see also [26]) that
the best reaction coordinate to describe the mechanism of
reaction between A and B, in fact the reaction coordinate,
is the committor function q(x,v). q(x,v) gives the probabil-
ity that the trajectory solution of (32) initiated at the point
(x,v) will reach (i.e. get committed to) B first rather than A.
As shown in [11,12], q(x,v) allows ones to compute many
statistical quantities of interest regarding the reactive tra-
jectories by which the reaction from A to B occurs like,
in particular, the probability density of reactive trajecto-
ries. It is also well-known that q(x,v) satisfies the following
partial di"erential equation, referred to as the backward
Kolmogorov equation in the probability literature [27],

0 # Lq (
PN

i#1
vi
oq!x; v"
oxi

$ l$1
i

oV !x"
oxi

oq!x; v"
ovi

" #

% c
PN

i#1
$l$1

i vi
oq!x; v"
ovi

% b$1l$2
i

o2q!x; v"
o2vi

" #
;

qj!x;v"2A # 0; qj!x;v"2B # 1:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

!33"

(33) is a very complicated partial di"erential equation in 2N
dimensions. To simplify this equation consistent with the
assumption that the collective variables (h1(x), . . . ,hn(x))
are good variables to capture the mechanism of the reac-
tion between A and B, let us suppose that q(x,v) does not
depend on v and depends on x only via the collective
(h1(x), . . . ,hn(x)), i.e.

q!x; v" ' Q!h1!x"; . . . ; hm!x""; !34"

for some Q to be determined. In order to incorporate the
approximation (34) in (33), we first reformulate this equa-
tion as a variational principle. Specifically, let

I #
Z

RN)RN
e$bH jLqj2dxdv; !35"

where H!x; v" # 1
2

PN
i#1liv2i % V !x" is the Hamiltonian.

Since I P 0 and I = 0 if q is the solution of (33), this solu-
tion minimizes I over all test functions q satisfying
qj(x,v)2A = 0, qj(x,v)2B = 1. Let us now use (34) in (35): inte-
grating out the momenta, after some algebra we obtain
that (35) reduces to

!I #
Z

Rm
e$bF

Xm

j;k#1

oQ
ozj

Mjk!z"
oQ
ozk

dz; !36"

where Mij(z) is defined in Eq. (31). Hence, we are left with
minimizing (36) over all functions Q(z) subject to
Qjz2a = 0, Qjz2b = 1, where a and b are the representation
in z-space of the sets A and B, respectively. The Euler–
Lagrange equation associated with the minimization of
(36) is

0 #
Pm

i;j#1

o
ozi

e$bFMij!z"
oQ
ozj

" #

Qjz2a # 0; Qjz2b # 1:

8
><

>:
!37"

The key observation now is that Eq. (37) is the back-
ward Kolmogorov equation associated with the stochastic
di"erential equation (30) [27]. Since this argument holds for
any sets A and B, we are thus led to the following conclu-
sion: if the collective variables (h1(x), . . . ,hm(x)) are good
variables to describe the mechanism of the reaction, then
this mechanism can also be understood by looking at reac-
tions in the system governed by (30). Observe that the time
in (30) (or (9)) is artificial and cannot be related to the
physical time in (32); this is why we spoke about using
(9) to understand the mechanism of the reaction but not
its timing.

4.3. Some numerical aspects

In contrast with (4), (9) involves the physical b in the
equation for z(t) and not the artificial !b. This is because
we need the physical temperature in (30) and (37) (the tran-
sition pathways can change if b is altered in these equations
even if F(z) and Mjk(z) remains the quantities computed at
the physical temperature). But this means that a direct
numerical simulation of (9) is di!cult or impossible
because it is impeded by the same time-scale limitation as
the one encountered with (2). Therefore, (9) must be used
in conjunction with some other technique.

One possibility is to use (9) within transition path sam-
pling [28]. Indeed, it would allow to e"ectively sample the
reactive trajectories solution of (30) without having to
explicitly know the coe!cients in this equation. This may
be useful when transition path sampling cannot be applied
in the original state-space because the system under consid-
eration is too large.

Another possibility is to use only the equation for x(t) in
(4) or (9), i.e. use

c _xi # $ oV !x"
oxi

% j
Xm

j#1

!zj $ hj!x""
ohj!x"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxj!t"

!38"

with z fixed to compute locally oF(z)/ozj, Mjk(z) andPm
k#1oMjk!z"=ozk at z by reconstructing these quantities

from the following estimators
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j
T a

Z T a

0

Xm

k#1

~Mjk!x!t""!hk!x!t"" $ zk"dt

'
Xm

k#1

$Mjk!z"
oF !z"
ozk

% b$1 oMjk!z"
ozk

" #
!39"

j
T a

Z T a

0

!hj!x!t"" $ zj"dt ' $ oF !z"
ozj

!40"

and

j
T a

Z T a

0

~Mjk!x!t""dt ' Mjk!z" !41"

where Ta is chosen such that Ta & sc, with sc = O(c). These
quantities can then be used e.g. within the string method as
in [24] or to simulate (30) directly by artificially increasing
the temperature in this equation, i.e. replacing b by !b < b.
This will accelerate the dynamics in (30) and allows to
determine transition pathways obtained by moving at an
artificially high temperature in the landscape F(z) using
Mjk(z), both these quantities being computed at the physi-
cal temperature. Observe however that, as explained be-
fore, this may change the transition pathways in a non-
trivial way if entropic e"ects are still important even within
the free energy landscape.

5. Generalizations

The method that we propose can be easily generalized to
handle the following situations. Suppose that the potential
energy of the system under consideration depends on some
control parameters, z = (z1, . . . ,zm), and we are interested
in computing the free energy in these parameters, i.e.

G!z" # $b$1 ln Z$1

Z

RN
e$bV !x;z"dx

" #
!42"

where Z #
R
RN e$bV !x;z#0"dx (this constant is added for

dimensional consistency and it is otherwise irrelevant). This
problem arises when, in order to calculate the free energy
di"erence for a specific transformation, the coupling
parameters are introduced to artificially realize a specific
path along which the transformation occurs. This idea goes
back to Kirkwood [13], and it has been recently reformu-
lated by considering the z’s as dynamical variables as well
[17,18]. In this context, we show here how a scheme like
(4) can be useful, provided that Uj(x,z) is replaced by
V(x,z).

Generalizing the ideas above, let us introduce the fol-
lowing system of equations:

c _xi # $ oV !x; z"
oxi

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2b$1c

q
gxi !t";

!c_zj # $ oV !x; z"
ozj

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

q
gzj!t":

8
>><

>>:
!43"

(If we are interested in G(z) for z in some range, say, z 2 D,
where D is some domain in Rm, then the equation for z(t)
should be integrated on this domain with reflecting bound-
ary conditions at the edge of the domain). Proceeding as

before using the asymptotic technique in the Appendix, it
can be shown that in the limit as !c & c, the evolution of
the variables z(t) solution of (43) can be approximated by
the limiting equation

!c_zj # $ oG!z"
ozj

%
!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!b$1!c

q
gzj!t": !44"

As a result, when !c & c the equilibrium probability den-
sity q!c!z" of the variables z(t) solution of (43) is approxi-
mately the density of (44), i.e.

q!c!z" # !Z$1e$
!bG!z"!1%O!c=!c"" !45"

where !Z #
R
Rm e$

!bG!z"dz. This is the equivalent of (19), ex-
cept that there is no equivalent to j in the present problem.
Thus, simulating (43) and monitoring the variables z(t) to
compute their equilibrium probability density allows one
to compute G(z). And, as before, this operation can be
accelerated (without a"ecting G(z)) by taking !b < b in (43).
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Appendix A. Asymptotic analysis of (4) and (9)

In this Appendix, we show how to derive the limiting
equations in (14) and (28) from (4) and (9), respectively,
in the limit when !c & c using standard asymptotic tech-
niques for singularly perturbed Markov processes. We will
derive explicitly equation (28), while as for (14) it simply
amounts to replacing ~Mjk!x" and b by djk and !b, respec-
tively, in the expressions for the operator Lz below. Given
a test function /(z), evaluate this function along the trajec-
tory z(t) generated from (9) with the initial condition
z(0) = z and x(0) = x and consider the observable

E/!z!t"" # u!x; z; t"; !A:1"

where E denotes expectation with respect to the white-
noises in (9) (u(x,z, t) is a function of x and z since z(t)
depends on both these initial conditions). It is a standard
result of stochastic process theory [27] that the evolution
of u(x,z, t) is governed by the backward Kolmogorov equa-
tion associated to (9). Rescaling-time as s # tc=!c (recall
that the limiting dynamics occurs on this slow time-scale
since the variables z(t) are quasi-frozen on the original
time-scale), this equation can be written as

c
ou
os

# Lzu% !$1Lxu; u!x; z; s # 0" # /!z" !A:2"
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where ! # c=!c and we defined

Lz # $j
Pm

j;k#1

~Mjk!x"!zk $ hk!x""
o
ozj

% b$1
Xm

j;k#1

~Mjk!x"
o2

ozjozk

Lx #
PN

i#1
$ oV !x"

oxi
% j

Xm

j#1

!zj $ hj!x""
ohj!x"
oxi

 !
o
oxi

% b$1 o2

ox2i

 !
:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

!A:3"

We are interested in finding the evolution equation for the
limit function

u0 # lim
!!0

u !A:4"

since this equation will tell us how observables evolve in the
limit as ! # c=!c ! 0.

In order to obtain an equation for u0, let us make the
following ansatz

u # u0 % !u1 % !2u2 % + + + : !A:5"

By inserting (A.5) in (A.2) and equating terms of the same
order in ! on both sides we obtain the hierarchy of
equations

Lxu0 # 0

Lxu1 # c ou0
os $ Lzu0

Lxu2 # + + +

8
><

>:
!A:6"

The first equation in (A.6) tells that u0 belongs to the null-
space of the operator Lx. Observe that this operator,
viewed as an operator in x with z entering as a parameter
is the generator of a Markov process which is ergodic with
respect to the equilibrium probability density function (11).
As a result, it can be shown that the null-space of Lx is
made of functions that are constant in x, i.e. we deduce
that u0(x,z,s) ” u0(z,s).

Since the null-space of Lx is non-trivial, this operator is
noninvertible in general, and the second equation in (A.6)
requires a solvability condition. To see what this condition
actually is, multiply both sides of the second equation in
(A.6) by the equilibrium probability density function (11)
and integrate over x:
Z

RN
qj!xjz"Lxu1dx #

Z

RN
qj!xjz" c

ou0
os

$ Lzu0

" #
dx !A:7"

Since

0 # L,
xqj!xjz"

(
XN

i#1

o
oxi

oV !x"
oxi

% j
Xm

j#1

!zj $ hj!x""
ohj!x"
oxi

 !

qj!x; z"

 !

% b$1
XN

i#1

o2

ox2i
qj!x; z" !A:8"

integrating by parts, it follows that the integral at the left-
hand side of (A.7) is identically zero and this equation re-
duces to

0 #
Z

RN
qj!xjz" c

ou0
os

$ Lzu0

" #
dx # 0: !A:9"

This equation is the solvability condition for the second
equation in (A.6) (this condition is obviously necessary
from the argument above; it can be shown that is also suf-
ficient to solve the second equation in (A.6) for u1). On the
other hand, (A.9) is also an equation for u0 which can be
computed explicitly since u0 is independent of x, and hence
it can be pulled out of the integral. It can be checked that
this equation is explicitly

c
ou0
os

#
Xm

j#1

$
Xm

k#1

Mj
jk!z"

oF k!z"
ozk

% b$1
Xm

k#1

oMj
jk!z"
ozk

 !
ou0
ozj

% b$1
Xm

j;k#1

Mj
jk!z"

o2u0
ozjozk

:

!A:10"
Going back to the physical time t # s!c=c, this equation is
precisely the backward Kolmogorov equation associated
with (28).
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